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ABSTRACT 

This paper considers the problem of controlling a given linear time invariant (LTI) system described 

by a rational transfer function using a PI controller. A method based on graphical and computational 

tools has been proposed. This method specifies a PI controller )( ip KandK  that satisfies both 

frequency domain specifications (a specified gain or phase margin) and minimum integral time 

absolute error (ITAE).  

Keywords: ITAE, LTI, Optimal gain and phase margins, PI controller, Robustness, Stabilizing 

region. 

1. Introduction 

There have been many research works on the tuning of PI and PID controllers because 

these controllers have simple structures and have been used in industries. [1-2].      

Consider a real polynomial )(s  of degree n, )(s  is Hurwitz if all roots of 0)( s  lie 

in the open left half s-plane (Re[s] < 0). The problem of checking the stability of the 

polynomial )(s  can be solved using classical criteria such as the Nyquist stability 

criterion and the Routh-Huriwtz criterion, it is not easy to extend these methods to the 

cases where PI or PID controllers are involved. 

In this paper a simple method in the frequency domain is proposed to tune a PI controller 

for a LTI system. This method gives another way to determine the stability boundary locus 

which was presented in [3-6]. 

In [3-4], the authors, equated the real and the imaginary parts of the characteristic 

equation in the frequency domain to zero, then they solved both equations to find pK and 

iK  in terms of the frequency variable. They plotted the obtained values of ),( ip KK in a 

plane. The determination of the stability boundary was done by choosing a test point 

within each region. 

In [7], the authors gave a computational method for the stabilizing range of pK  and iK . 

They used a set of strings that are generated to satisfy specified requirements using the 

generalized Hermite-Biehler theorem. 

In [8], the generalized Mikhailov criterion showed that, the number of roots on the 

imaginary axis of the characteristic polynomial )(s  equals the number of the common 

zeros of the real part and the imaginary part of the characteristic polynomial )(s . The 
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system can be marginally stable or unstable depending on the multiplicity of these 

imaginary roots taking into consideration that no roots are in the RHP.   

In [9], the generalized Mikhailov criterion is utilized to give a solution to the problem of 

finding the stabilizing gains of PI controller for a given LTI plant. 

In both [7] and [9], the gains pK  and iK  are separated to find the stabilizing range. The 

ranges of pK that satisfy the condition for the existence of a stabilizing iK  value at each 

fixed value of pK was determined by applying the root locus ideas. 

In this paper, we propose a simple and fast method to find stability boundary of all 

stabilizing PI controllers and also those that achieve specified gain and phase margins for a 

given delay-free LTI plant. This method does not need to apply the root locus ideas as in 

[7, 9] or generate a set of strings as in [7]. The method depends on equating the real and 

the imaginary parts of the modified characteristic equation in the frequency domain to zero 

and finding two separate equations for pK and iK  in terms of the frequency variable 

directly without solving equations as in [3-6]. We then compute both stabilizing gains by 

sweeping over the frequency values algebraically without using a test point as in [3-6]. 

Gain and phase margins have been used as measures of robustness. A classical approach 

that takes model uncertainties into consideration is to design the closed-loop control 

system with sufficient gain and phase margins. We use our proposed method to find all 

stabilizing PI controllers that achieve a specified gain margin or phase margin. 

 After determining this stability boundary, we can search for the stabilizing PI controller 

that gives minimum integral time absolute error (ITAE) for a given plant at the specified 

gain margin or phase margin. The resulting PI controller will satisfy both robustness and 

performance requirements. 

The specified gain and phase margin in this case are considered as optimal gain and 

phase margins. 

2. Calculation of all stabilizing PI controllers 

 Consider the feedback control system shown in Fig. 1, where 

                                                              
)(

)(
)(

sD

sN
sG                                                        (1) 

with )(),( sDsN  being coprime polynomials and degree )]([ sN  degree )]([ sD . 

 

 

                     
 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Feedback control system                                                 
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The transfer function of PI controller is:                                                            

                                          
s

KsK
sG

ip
c


)(                                                                  (2) 

Then the closed-loop characteristic polynomial )(s  is:                                             

                                         0)()()()(  sNsKKsDss pi                                        (3) 

Consider the even-odd decompositions of )(sN  and )(sD : 

                                   )()()( 22
ssNsNsN oe   , and 

                                       )()()( 22
ssDsDsD oe  .                                                       (4) 

so that  

        )([)]()()([)( 222222
sDssNKsNKssDss eeiopo                                                                    

0)]()( 22  sNKsNK oiep                                                                         (5) 

From (5), both the even and the odd parts of )(s  depend on pK and iK  which causes 

difficulties when trying to find the ranges of pK  and iK  that make the system stable. To 

overcome this problem, we construct a polynomial where the even part of this polynomial 

depends on iK  and the odd part depends on pK [7].  

Define: 

                     )()()()( 22*
ssNsNsNsN oe                                                           (6) 

then                                                                                                                     

     0)]()([)]()([)()( 2
2

2
3

2
2

2
1

2*  sXKsXssXKsXssNs pi                        (7) 

where     

),()()()()( 22222
1 sNsDsDsNsX oeoe                                                                (8)                              

),()()()()( 222222
2 sNsNssNsNsX ooee           (9)                                    

).()()()()( 222222
3 sNsDssNsDsX ooee                                                                  (10)                                   

Substituting s = jw, we obtain                                          

         0),(),()()()()()()( ***  piIR KwjVKwUwjNwNwjIwRjwNjw     (11)               

where )(wR  and )(*
wNR  are real parts of )( jw  and )(*

jwN  respectively. )(wI  and 

)(*
wN I  are imaginary parts of )( jw  and )(*

jwN  respectively, and 

                       )()( 2*
wNwN eR  ,                                                                              (12) 
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                        ,)()( 2*
wNwwN oI                                                                          (13) 

                     )()(),( 21 wUKwUKwU ii  ,                                                                 (14) 

                    )()(),( 21 wVKwVKwV pp  ,                                                                  (15)  

                         )),()()()(()( 22222
1 wNwDwNwDwwU oeeo                      (16)                          

                        ),()()()()( 22222
2 wNwNwwNwNwU ooee                          (17)                       

                         )).()()()(()( 22222
1 wNwDwwNwDwwV ooee                     (18)                           

and    

                        )).()()()(()( 22222
2 wNwNwwNwNwwV ooee                     (19)                                 

From these expressions, we note that iK and pK  appear in ),( iKwU  and ),( pKwV  

respectively. 

From (11), we obtain:                                              

                                        0),(0),(  pi KwVandKwU                                           (20) 

So (20) can be rewritten as,  

                                                    
)(

)(

2

1

wV

wV
K p                                                       (21)                                      

                                                     
)(

)(

2

1

wU

wU
Ki                                                      (22)                                      

Hence, the stabilizing region of ),( ip KK  values can be plotted with w varies from a 

zero to a finite value 0ww  . The frequency 0w  is frequency value of a significant point 

on the Nyquist plot of the plant where 
o

jwG 180)( 0   or 
o

jwG 0)( 0  (Imaginary 

part of G(jw) = 0). 

2.1. The steps of the proposed method 

   1- Initialize w = 0, step = 0.005 and 0max ww       

   2- Compute pK and iK  using (21) and (22), then check the stability of the closed-loop 

system at this point ),( ip KK by finding the roots of )(s .  

   3- If the system is stable, find the other positive real value of maxww   at the same 

pK obtained in step (2) by solving the equation 0),( pKwV  . 

   4- At this value of w obtained from step (3), compute iK from (22). Check the stability 

of the closed-loop system. The value of iK where the system is stable will be the 

second value at the fixed value of pK
 
obtained before in step (2). Since the stabilizing 
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Gc(s) G(s) 

 

 

+ 
)(tr )(ty 

mj
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region is two dimensional space (2D), so for every value of ,pK there are two values 

of ,iK the lower bound miniK  and the upper bound .maxiK  

5- Increase w as follows: w = w + step 

   6- If maxww   go to step (2), else stop the method. 

    We write a MATLAB program to run this algorithm.   

3. All stabilizing PI controllers for specified gain and phase margins 

 In this section, we consider the problem of finding all stabilizing PI controllers that 

achieve specified gain and phase margins for a given LTI plant. Let 52  mA  and 

o
m

o 6030   denote the desired gain and phase margin [10]. 

Consider Fig. 2 with a gain-phase margin tester [11], 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Feedback control system with gain-phase tester. 

 

Then the characteristic equation can be written as follows: 

                             0)()()()(  
sNsKKeAsDss pi

j
m

m                            (23)                         

Multiply Eq.(23) by ,mj
e


we obtain 

                             0)()()()(  sNsKKAsDses pim
j m                               (24)                                   

(9) will be modified to the new equation as: 

                           0),(),()()( *  pi KwjVKwUjwNjw                                        (25) 

where ),( iKwU  and ),( pKwV  are defined in (14) and (15) with new equations of 

),(1 wU ),(2 wU ),(1 wV and )(2 wV are as follows: 

   )sin())()()()()(cos()( 22222
1 moeeom wwNwDwNwDwwU       

             )),()( 222
wNwDw oo                                                                                  (26) 

    )),()()()(()( 22222
2 wNwNwwNwNAwU ooeem                                        (27)                                 
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  )cos())()()()()(sin()( 22222
1 moeeom wwNwDwNwDwwV    

              )),()()()(( 22222
wNwDwwNwD ooee                                                  (28)         

and 

    )).()()()(()( 22222
2 wNwNwwNwNAwwV ooeem                                       (29)                                   

The values of pK  and iK  on the stability boundary can be computed using the (21) and 

(22). 

We have two design specifications to obtain the stability boundary of ),( ip KK  as 

follows: 

For design specification on a specified gain margin mA , we set 0m  in (26) and (28).  

For design specification on a specified phase margin m , we set 1mA  in (27) and (29). 

In both cases, the steps proposed in section 2.1 can now be used to solve this problem. But 

for the case of the phase margin, the frequency 0w  satisfies the relation 

m
o

jwG  180)( 0  is considered. From this stability boundary, we can search for the 

stabilizing PI controller that gives minimum ITAE for a given plant, so the optimal gain or 

phase margin can be achieved. 

The ITAE is defined as: 

                                                        



0

)( dttetITAE                                                    (30)                                    

This optimization is made with the response obtained via simulation using MATLAB 

program. We compute the unit step response of the closed-loop system for all stabilizing PI 

controllers that lie on the stability boundary that satisfies the specified mA  or m , 

depending on the design specification. Then we compute the error (e(t) = y(t) – r(t)) and 

applying the trapezoidal rule to approximate the integration in (30). Finally we search for 

stabilizing point ),( ip KK that gives minimum value of ITAE. 

We choose ITAE since the corresponding response of this criterion tends to have smaller 

settling time and overshoot than that of the integral squared error (ISE) and the integral 

absolute error (IAE) because of the time weighting factor in (30). 

4. Numerical Example 

Consider the control system in Fig. 1 with the plant [7],  

2547602211

1654126

)(

)(
)(

2345

234






sssss

ssss

sD

sN
sG  

The first aim is to find all stabilizing PI controllers that make the characteristic polynomial 

of (3) Hurwitz. 

From (16), (17), (18), and (19) 
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246810
1 598247462732)( wwwwwwU  , 

                           256253247212)( 2468
2  wwwwwU , 

                            )(1 wV wwwww 400127854965 3579  , 

                           wwwwwwV 256253247212)( 3579
2  . 

So (21) and (22) will be as follows: 

wwwww

wwwww
K p

256253247212

400127854965

3579

3579




 , 

                               
256253247212

598247462732

2468

246810






wwww

wwwww
Ki , 

By following the steps presented in section 2.1, where ],0[ 0ww  and 4162.20 w  

rad/sec, we can determine the stabilizing region ),( ip KK  as shown in Fig. 3, (The outer 

curve). 

The range of pK for stable system is:   

484578.2787425.0  pK  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The stabilizing regions 

 

Stabilizing region 

Stabilizing region  

for Am >= 3 and  

Pm >= 50 deg.   

Stability boundary   

for θm = 50
o
 

Stability boundary  

for Am = 3 

* Optimal points 
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The second aim is to find all stabilizing PI controllers which satisfy the conditions that the 

phase margin of the system is greater than o50 or the gain margin is greater than 3 (9.54 

db). So we compute the stability boundary using (26), (27), (28), and (29). 

1. For 3mA  and 0m , 

From (26), (27), (28), and (29) 

246810
1 598247462732)( wwwwwwU  ,                                                   

76875961416363)( 2468
2  wwwwwU ,                                                

)(1 wV wwwww 400127854965 3579  ,                                                 

wwwwwwV 76875961416363)( 3579
2  . 

So (21) and (22) will be as follows: 

                              
wwwww

wwwww
K p

76875961416363

400127854965

3579

3579




 ,                                                        

76875961416363

598247462732

2468

246810






wwww

wwwww
Ki , 

By following the steps presented in section 2.1, where ]4162.2,0[w  and searching only 

for ,maxiK we can draw the stability boundary ),( ip KK as shown in Fig. 3.  

The range of pK for stable system is:  

828193.0262475.0  pK  

After determining this stability boundary, we can search through all the points forming 

this boundary to find the ),( ip KK  point that gives minimum ITAE. This point is 

represented by a blue notation * in Fig. 3. 

The resulting PI controller transfer function is:  

s

s

s

KsK
sG

ip
c

554035.0106633.0
)(





  

The bode plot of the open-loop transfer function is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, mA  is 

called optimal gain margin. 

The step response of the closed-loop system with minimum ITAE at 3mA  is shown in 

Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. The bode plot of the open-loop transfer function at optimal .3mA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. The step response of the closed-loop system with minimum ITAE   

at .3mA  
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2.  For 1mA  and ,50o
m   

From (26), (27), (28), and (29) 

,4178.306387.3840048.9792565.1590

5584.4200278.4035963.45692.208302.364279.0)(

234

5678910
1

wwww

wwwwwwwU




     

256253247212)( 2468
2  wwwwwU , 

,115.2570946.4584826.821194.1895

8904.3523099.4808567.35134.242139.376604.0)(

234

5678910
1

wwww

wwwwwwwV




    

wwwwwwV 256253247212)( 3579
2  .    

So (21) and (22) will be as follows: 

wwwww

wwww

wwwwww

K p
256253247212
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wwwwww

Ki  

By following the steps presented in section 2.1, and searching only for ,maxiK we can 

draw the stability boundary ),( ip KK as shown in Fig. 3. The range of w needed for 

stabilization for this case can be found from ,130)( 0
o

jwG  so the range will be 

]0201.2,0[w . 

The range of pK for stable system is:  

038473.1586993.0  pK  

After determining this stability boundary, we can search through all the points forming 

this boundary to find the ),( ip KK  point that gives minimum ITAE. This point is 

represented by a blue notation * in Fig. 3. 

The resulting PI controller transfer function is:  

s

s

s

KsK
sG

ip
c

907103.0324399.0
)(
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The bode plot of the open-loop transfer function is shown in Fig. 6. In this case, m  is 

called optimal phase margin. The step response of the closed-loop system with minimum 

ITAE at 
o

m 50 is shown in Fig. 7. 

  

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 6. The bode plot of the open-loop transfer function at optimal .50o
m   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. The step response of the closed-loop system with minimum ITAE       

at .50o
m   
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a simple method to compute all stabilizing PI gains limits. 

This method depends on equating the real and the imaginary parts of the modified 

characteristic equation to zero and finding two separate equations for pK and iK . We 

then compute both gains by sweeping over the frequency values. 

By this method, we can also find all stabilizing PI controllers that achieve specified gain 

and phase margins. From the stability boundary, we find easily the gains of the PI 

controller that gives optimal gain or phase margin by searching for minimum ITAE. Our 

future work is to investigate PI/PID controllers with time-delay systems. 
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حك كلتحديد  ن ااتزا لأنظ الخطي الثابت مع الزمنال  ا التناسبي التكاملي التى تض
لخص العربى  ال

وا البحث ه م  كيفي يت من والفى التح بت مع ال يل فى م أ نظ خطى ث ال تح  يتم وصفه ب
ريق اي ى. حيث تم اقترا  م سبى ت م ت ا مح ست ي التى التر ب م سبي الت ح الت  كل ال

م  ا نظ التح ن ات ت ولك وت ست ا ال ع بي من خا ال ريقحس مي عن  سم العاق بين  س
 . ح ك ال مل لت ابت الت سب وث ابت الت  ث

سب وال ٬ الطريقمن خا ه بتى الت ى )ث م سبى الت م الت ح ن أي ال مل( والأوج مش ت  يحقق ه
ين مش  مح صل و مسبق كسب وه مل ح قت يعطى أقل قي لت لك فى م التر وفى نفس ال

من.    طأ وال  ضر مقي ال
ي والتى   م سبي الت ح الت ما ال قترح اي مع ضيحي يبين الطريق ال ولق أعطي مث ت

ا ومن ثم اي ن اات م الت ح لى التر  ال ب فى م ط اصف ال من. يحقق ال   وال
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